All this talk of skiing in the middle of summer in Nashville probably has you wishing for cooler weather! The mountain is a big draw for extreme hikers, and even for one very daring 9-year-old boy! Trails that are only able to be reached by easy ski trips, to the more adventurous ski spots around Mendoza. Some popular pasttimes in Mendoza. Some of these popular pasttimes are hiking, mountain biking, paragliding, skiing, ziplining, and white water rafting! With Mendoza being located in the Andes mountains, there are plenty of activities for tourists to Mendoza. Visitors can learn how to play polo. They have competed in the Rugby World Cup every year since 1987. Argentina is a country that loves sports, and Mendoza is no exception! Two sports that are very popular in Mendoza are skiing and polo. Polo is the Argentinian national sport. When they play polo, the ball is carried in the player’s hands, the passing structure is more similar to soccer. They have competed in the Rugby World Cup every year since 1987.
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